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ANCHOR CERAMICS  
FUNNEL PLANTER

Anchor’s Funnel Planters 
are handmade in limited 
quantities in Melbourne, 
Australia. Thrown by hand 
on a potter’s wheel, each 
planter we make is a unique 
object; a home for your plants 
with a carefully considered 
geometric form and a surface 
rich with the evidence of its 
handmade origins.
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The Funnel Planters were originally conceived in 
terracotta and as a reworking of the ubiquitous 
terracotta pots and pipes that we all have in our 
gardens. The Funnel range has since evolved 
to include two different formats, three sizes and 
six earthy glaze options. Each glaze finish is the 
result of countless hours of testing and refinement 
and is designed to complement both the clean 
geometric shapes of the planters and colours of 
the plants that will ultimately sit within. The glaze 
colours also complement many of the other items 
in the Anchor product range including lighting, 
tiles and outdoor furniture.
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SMALL TALL
165 High x 195 Wide

Speckled White

SMALL LOW
120 High x 230 Wide

Terracotta

MEDIUM TALL
200 High x 230 Wide

Charcoal
MEDIUM LOW

140 High x 340 Wide
Speckled white

LARGE TALL
220 High x 270 Wide

Grey-green
LARGE LOW
160 High x 340 Wide
Pale grey

ALL DIMENSIONS NOTED ARE APPROXIMATE.  
SIZE VARIATION OF UP TO 25-30MM IS TYPICAL AT THE LARGER SIZES.

ANCHOR CERAMICS  
FUNNEL PLANTER

Funnel planters are available in small, medium and 
large sizes with two format options - low or tall, 
within each size. Rather than being made to an 
exact size, the planters are thrown by hand using 
a measured weight of clay for each size. The sizing 
is judged during the making process by eye rather 
than exact measurements. This produces subtle 
size shifts across the range making each planter a 
truly unique object and giving clusters of planters 
an energy and life they might not otherwise have if 
they were each an identical size. The Funnel planter 
is available in six glaze options. Most of the glaze 
finishes are represented above; Olive Green, a new 
glaze addition to the range for 2018, is  presented 
on the page following. 
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MEDIUM TALL
Olive Green

MEDIUM LOW
Olive Green

As part of the evolution of the planter range 
we are introducing a new glaze finish in 2018.
Shown on funnel planters below, the new glaze 
finish is called Olive Green. Deep green in colour, 
the new glaze finish compliments a broad range 
of plant colours. The ingredients in the glaze also 
interact well with the clay body we use to make 
our planters. During firing, this interaction creates 
a surface finish that is rich with textural variation 
across the planter’s surface. 
The Olive Green glaze finish is available in both 
the Funnel and the Undercut Planter forms.

CONTACT

www.anchorceramics.com // hello@anchorceramics.com // +61 (0)413 456 981
Or refer to the stockists page on our website for how and where to purchase
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Anchor’s Undercut Planters are 
handmade in limited quantities 
in Melbourne, Australia. Thrown 
by hand on a potter’s wheel, 
each planter we make is a unique 
object; a home for your plants with 
a carefully considered geometric 
form and a surface rich with the 
evidence of its handmade origins.
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UNDERCUT PLANTER

The Undercut Planters were originally conceived 
in terracotta and as a reworking of the ubiquitous 
terracotta pots and pipes that we all have in our 
gardens. The Undercut range has since evolved 
to include two different formats, three sizes and 
six earthy glaze options. Each glaze finish is the 
result of countless hours of testing and refinement 
and is designed to complement both the clean 
geometric shapes of the planters and colours of 
the plants that will ultimately sit within. The glaze 
colours also complement many of the other items 
in the Anchor product range including lighting, 
tiles and outdoor furniture.
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SMALL TALL
160 High x 100 Wide

SMALL LOW
90 High x 130 Wide

MEDIUM TALL
175 High x 165 Wide

MEDIUM LOW
120 High x 215 Wide

LARGE TALL
230 High x 220 Wide

LARGE LOW
135 High x 295 Wide

ALL DIMENSIONS NOTED ARE APPROXIMATE. SIZE VARIATION OF UP TO 25-30MM IS TYPICAL AT THE LARGER SIZES.
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Undercut planters are available in small, 
medium and large sizes with two format 
options - low or tall, within each size. 
Rather than being made to an exact 
size, the planters are thrown by hand 
using a measured weight of clay for 
each size. The sizing is judged during 
the making process by eye rather than 
exact measurements. This produces 
subtle size shifts across the range 
making each planter a truly unique 
object and giving clusters of planters an 
energy and life they might not otherwise 
have if they were each an identical size.  

Size Range
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We currently make the Undercut 
Planter range in six glaze 
options. Each has been carefully 
developed to complement the 
geometric form of the planters 
and the broad spectrum of 
colours present in the plant world. 
The glaze finishes also tie in 
well with the other items in our 
ceramic product range. Each of 
the glaze colours are represented 
here and on the page following. 
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All sizes of the Undercut planter are available in six 
different glaze options. As part of the evolution of 
the planter range we have introduced a new glaze 
finish to complement the existing glaze finishes.

Shown on one of the undercut planters above, the 
new glaze finish is called Olive Green. Deep green 
in colour, the new glaze compliments a broad range 
of plant colours. The ingredients in the glaze also 
interact well with the clay body we use to make 
our planters. During firing, this interaction creates 
a surface finish that is rich with textural variation 
across the planter’s surface. 

CONTACT

www.anchorceramics.com // hello@anchorceramics.com // +61 (0)413 456 981
Or refer to the stockists page on our website for how and where to purchase
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SMALL TALL UNDERCUT
Charcoal Glaze finish

SMALL TALL UNDERCUT
Speckled Grey
Glaze finish

SMALL TALL UNDERCUT
Speckled White
Glaze finish

SMALL TALL UNDERCUT
Terracotta
Glaze finish SMALL TALL UNDERCUT

Olive Green
Glaze finish

SMALL TALL UNDERCUT
Sage Grey
Glaze finish

Glaze Finishes
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